The doubly weak b → dds and b → ssd processes are highly suppressed in the standard model that offer the unique opportunity to explore new physics signals. The wrong sign decay B 0 → K + π − mediated by the b → dds transition can be distinguished from the penguin decay
Introduction
Rare B decays induced by flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) transitions come with an interesting possibility of exploring the virtual effects from new physics (NP) beyond the standard model (SM). Compared to radiative, leptonic and semi-leptonic rare B decays, NP investigations through purely hadronic B decays pose added difficulty because of relatively much larger theoretical hadronic uncertainties, which hinder to make any definite conclusion for the presence of NP signals in the hadronic rare decays. Therefore we focus on an alternate strategy proposed by Huitu et al. 1 , which is to search for the rare b decay channels which have extremely small rates in the SM, so that mere detection of such processes will be a clear signal of NP.
The doubly weak transitions, b → dds and b → ssd are prototype processes which occur via box diagrams and are highly suppressed in the SM, with branching ratios of approximately O(10 −14 ) and O(10 −12 ), respectively. Both inclusive and exclusive B → P P, P V, V V channels based on b → dds and b → ssd transitions have been investigated in several examples of NP models 2,3 . However, measuring these two body doubly weak decays in experiments, is challenging, since in most cases they mix with the ordinary weak decays through B 0 d,s -B 0 d,s mixing or K 0 -K 0 mixing. In the case of b → dds transition, only three-body decay B + → π + π + K − is searched experimentally and the LHCb collaboration has provided the upper limit 4 B(B + → π + π + K − ) < 4.6 × 10 −8 .
We calculate the exclusive two body pure annihilation decay B 0 → K + π − induced by b → dds transition, within the perturbative QCD factorization approach (PQCD) and propose to look for this wrong sign decay by performing a flavour-tagged time-dependent analysis of the right sign decay B 0 → K + π − with a large data sample, following reference 5 . For detail discussion, we refer the reader to 6 . In the SM, b → dds transition is both loop and CKM suppressed. The local effective Hamiltonian for b → dds transition is given by:
with C SM involving the CKM matrix elements and the loops functions given in 6 . The exclusive B 0 → K + π − decay, mediated by b → dds transition, proceeds through the annihilation type Feynman diagrams which can be calculated in PQCD formalism 7 . Figure 1 shows four lowest order annihilation Feynman diagrams for B 0 → K + π − decay. By solving these diagrams in PQCD factorization approach, we estimate the branching fraction in the SM:
3 Model independent analysis of the
To perform model independent analysis, we consider the most general local effective Hamiltonian with all possible dimension-6 operators 8 :
where
The chirality flipped O j operators can be written from O j by L ↔ R exchange. 
respectively. Index "j" corresponds to the operator number. The explicit expressions of F aj and M aj are given in 6 . Further, we define the ratio R between the branching fraction of the wrong sign decay and the branching fraction of the right sign decay: Parameter Allowed range (GeV −2 ) Parameter Allowed range (GeV −2 )
Ratio R can be directly measured in experiments. Assuming that the current experimental precision can probe R to less than 10 −3 , we obtain the upper bound on the Wilson coefficient of each non-standard NP operator, presented in Table 1 . Next, we consider a NP scenario involving NP field X, with mass M X , that carries a conserved quantum number. In this NP example, it is possible to trivially satisfy mixing constraints through hierarchies among the NP couplings, so that b → dds transition remains unbounded 3 . We consider four scenarios of NP such that in S1 and S2, we suppose that NP matches onto the local operators O 1 and O 1 , respectively, while in S3 (S4), NP involves the linear combination of local operators O 4 (O 5 ) and O 4 ( O 5 ). As K 0 − K 0 and B 0 − B 0 mixing bounds do not constrain M X in this case, we assume two cases of NP scale with M X = 1 TeV and M X = 10 TeV, respectively, and obtain the resulting PQCD prediction for the ratio R X in each scenario. The results for both cases along with R SM are listed in Table 2 . 
Case-II S1 (3) and assigning a common name M g (1) to the masses of the lightest KK gauge bosons, we calculate the Wilson coefficients in both the RS models at µ = O(M g (1) ). For explicit expressions we refer to 6 . The dominant contribution, in both RS models, comes from the KK gluons, while in RS c model Z H , Z bosons try to compete with KK gluons contributions. Two sets of data points are generated, by using the strategy employed in 10, 11, 12 , which belong to anarchic 5D Yukawa coupling matrices with y = 1.5 and 3. y defines the maximum allowed value for the elements of the 5D Yukawa matrices. In the bulk-Higgs RS model, we use two different values of parameter β, which belong to different localization of the Higgs field along the extra dimension. Figure 2 shows a range of PQCD predictions for the branching ratio of the B 0 → K + π − decay as a function of M g (1) with two different values of y , in both the RS models, after simultaneously incorporating the ∆m K , K and ∆m B d constraints. y = 1.5 
Conclusions
Doubly weak B 0 → K + π − decay, mediated by b → dds transition, is studied in detail within the PQCD framework and a method is proposed to distinguish it from the right sign decay B 0 → K + π − , by the time-dependent measurement of neutral B decays in B 0 − B 0 mixing. In the model independent analysis, constraints on the Wilson coefficients of the new physics dimension-6 operators are derived for a specific experimental precision of the ratio R, while very large predictions for the ratio R X in different NP scenarios involving NP with a conserved charge are obtained due to the hierarchies among the NP couplings. In two variants of the RS model, after satisfying all the relevant constraints, a maximum enhancement of five to six orders of magnitude, in the decay rate of B 0 → K + π − , is possible for different parameter values, which leaves this decay free for the search of NP in future experiments.
